
Want to know how to teach 300 illiterate adults to read and write in just 45 days? You'll find the clearest 
account of Freire's literacy training method in Education for Critical Consciousness [link] on pages 50-55. 
Here's the method in brief: 

• Phase 1: "Researching the vocabulary of the groups with which one is working." In other words, 
get to know the people you'll be teaching. Understand their language, the words that have significance 
for them, interview them and try to figure out their "longings, frustrations, disbeliefs, hopes, and an 
impetus to participate." These are humans who want to learn, but so are you. Learn from them. 

• Phase 2: "Selection of the generative words from the vocabulary which was studied." You want 
to pick meaningful words from the community vocabulary that are varied and rich with respect to their 
phonemes (they should represent the basic sounds of the language), their difficulty, and their 
usefulness in social, cultural, and political reality. Prior to Freire, adult learners were taught to read 
using the same books their kids used. It's like, "see Spot run? I'm 37, treat me like an adult." So Freire 
did. 

• Phase 3: "The creation of 'codifications'." Take your list of generative words and create "coded 
situation-problems." Maybe you've selected the word "children" so you come up with a scenario where, 
for example, children are playing alone in the streets, implying that their parents are forced to work 
rather than care for their kids. These problem-based situations will be discussed openly by the group 
and they help to "lead the group to a more critical consciousness" as they learn to read and write. 

• Phase 4: "The elaboration of agendas." This just means getting the group together regularly. 
• Phase 5: Creating visual materials. By creating slideshows of images related to the "codifications" 

the facilitators can more easily create dialogue. 
• Phase 6: The program begins. Project an image of a codified situation along with the first generative 

word. For example, the Portuguese word tijolo (brick) might be presented with an image of laborers on 
a construction site. The group discusses the social and cultural meaning of the image/situation and the 
meaningfulness of the word. Then the word is projected alone and broken into its component syllables 
(ti, jo, lo) and the group starts to understand phonemes. Other generative words are discussed, like luta 
(struggle) or loja (store) The group is then given a "Discovery Card" with groups of phonemes:  

ta-te-ti-to-tu 
la-le-li-lo-lu 
 ja-je-ji-jo-ju 

 
and they are encouraged to freely combine syllables to create new words, like tulo (title), jato (jet), lula 
(squid) and so on. The group then begins to practice writing the phonemes. Importantly, this is all on 
the first day. It only takes a few hours. 

• Phase 7: The synthesis. Everyone goes home and is encouraged to come up with other words from 
their list of phonemes. The next day they meet to share words and discuss their significance. This 
process is reiterated with gradually more complex lists of phonemes and in an amazingly short time the 
group has learned to read and write. 

 

There you have it. Surprisingly simple yet surprisingly effective. Eventually, once the students were literate, 
they turned to analyzing advertisements, newspaper articles, and magazines and discussed how media is 
used to control, how newspapers print different stories from the same facts, how bias permeates media, how 
advertisers manipulate us, etc. 

Just a couple of things to note: 

• Important to remember that these are adult learners. This method would not work the same for early 
childhood literacy if only because children lack the necessary conceptions and experiences for 
consciousness raising. 

• Brazilian Portuguese phonology is quite different from Standard American English. It is much more 
difficult to use the Discovery Card method in English. However, English speakers do learn to read in a 
very similar way (cat, bat, mat, etc.) 

• Freire took this literacy method to Guinea-Bissau in the late 1970s and it was an utter disaster. Blanca 
Facundo has a detailed examination of the failure. 

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/524152
http://www.bmartin.cc/dissent/documents/Facundo/section7.html

